Investigating stimulation parameters for preferential small-fiber activation using exponentially rising electrical currents.
Electrical stimulation is widely used in pain research and profiling, but current technologies lack selectivity toward small sensory fibers. Pin electrodes deliver high current density in upper skin layers, and it has been proposed that slowly rising exponential pulses can elevate large-fiber activation threshold and thereby increase preferential small-fiber activation. Optimal stimulation parameters for the combined pin electrode and exponential pulse stimulation have so far not been established, which is the aim of this study. Perception thresholds were compared between pin and patch electrodes using single 1- to 100-ms exponential and rectangular pulses. Stimulus-response functions were evaluated for both pulse shapes delivered as single pulses and pulse trains of 10 Hz using intensities from 0.1 to 20 times perception threshold. Perception thresholds (mA) decreased when duration was increased for both electrodes with rectangular pulses and the pin electrode with exponential pulses. For the patch electrode, perception thresholds for exponential pulses decreased for durations ≤10 ms but increased for durations ≥15 ms, indicating accommodation of large fibers. Stimulus-response curves for single pulses were similar for the two pulse shapes. For pulse trains, the slope of the curve was higher for rectangular pulses. Maximal large-fiber accommodation to exponential pulses was observed for 100-ms pulses, indicating that 100-ms exponential pulses should be applied for preferential small-fiber activation. Intensity of 10 times perception threshold was sufficient to cause maximal pain ratings. The developed methodology may open new opportunities for using electrical stimulation paradigms for small-fiber stimulation and diagnostics.NEW & NOTEWORTHY Selective activation of small cutaneous nerve fibers is pivotal for investigations of the pain system. The present study demonstrated that patch electrode perception thresholds increase with increased duration of exponential currents from 20 to 100 ms. This is likely caused by large-fiber accommodation, which can be utilized to activate small fibers preferentially through small-diameter pin electrodes. This finding may be utilized in studies of fundamental pain mechanisms and, for example, in small-fiber neuropathy.